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RE:

Buena Regional HS Wrestler Andrew Johnson

Dear Ms. Bronstein:
As are you aware, I represent Buena Regional High School wrestler Andrew Johnson. In
light of recent events, please allow me to provide the following information to supplement the
New Jersey Division on Civil Rights’ ongoing investigation.
On Saturday, December 15, 2018, Andrew wrestled in two matches at Southern Regional
High School. None of the referees that evaluated Andrew or officiated his matches raised any issue
with his hair or asked him to wear a hair covering. He did not wear a hair covering for either match,
and the matches proceeded without incident.
On Wednesday, December 19, 2018, Buena hosted a dual wrestling meet with Oakcrest
High School. Referee Alan Maloney did not make weigh-ins but did perform skin-checks
approximately 15 minutes before the start of the meet. Upon evaluation, Maloney only told
Andrew, whose head was uncovered, that he would need to shave his chin. Maloney made no
mention to Andrew about his hair length, hair style, or the need for a hair covering. When Andrew
returned from shaving, his younger brother and teammate, Nate Johnson, told him that Maloney
said they would both need a hair covering before they could wrestle. Andrew grabbed a cap from
the locker room and the meet started with Andrew second in the line-up. As both Andrew and his
opponent approached the center of the mat, Maloney inspected the cap he was wearing, telling
Andrew’s coaches, “He can’t wrestle with this. It’s illegal.” His coaches argued that Andrew had
no issue four days earlier at Southern Regional and that he doesn’t even need to wear a cap because
his hair was not overly long. Maloney responded, “Length is not the issue. It’s unnatural. Don’t
say another word.” The Buena coaches told Maloney that it was, in fact, natural, but Maloney
turned around to initiate injury time. As previously detailed, Andrew, a sixteen year-old young
man, had ninety seconds to have his hair hastily cut in front of a gymnasium full of his peers and
spectators, or forfeit the match. Andrew did what most wrestlers in that position would do and
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elected to allow his hair to be cut, rather than forfeit and jeopardize the meet. Nate, who has short,
curly hair, wrestled at the end of the meet without Maloney restating the need for a hair covering.
In response to statements made to the Division by current and former wrestling officials
describing the events of December 19th as a fair application of the rules, I’ve attached for your
review the applicable NFHS rules regarding Referee Duties (3-1-4) and Wrestler Appearance and
Grooming (4-2-1). The NJSIAA Regular Season Regulations state that the NFHS rules, “unless
modified herein, shall govern all NJSIAA meets.” (Sec. 1). The NFHS rules explicitly regulate
hair length but are silent as to hair type. Also attached are still frames from video recorded at the
December 19th match, showing Andrew Johnson, before his hair was cut, and another of Nate
Johnson warming up.
After taking a brief break from competing to avoid media coverage and with the intended
desire to allow his team to compete without added distraction, Andrew competed again on
Saturday, January 5, 2019, and participated in an eight-team dual tournament at Williamstown
High School. Andrew went through weigh-ins and skin checks without any issue being raised
about his hair. Afterward, a Buena Wrestling Assistant Coach advised Andrew that a referee said
he would need to wear a hair covering before he could wrestle. After Andrew’s mother questioned
the Assistant Coach, she was eventually told by the Assistant Coach that there was some confusion
and it was another wrestler that would have to wear a hair covering, not Andrew. However, no
wrestler for Buena or Buena’s first opponent wore any type of hair covering. Andrew wrestled in
four matches without wearing a hair covering and without any referee raising an issue about his
hair.
On Monday, January 7, 2019, according to recent reporting by NJ Advance Media, Roy
Dragon, who is described as “a top New Jersey State Interscholastic Athletic Association wrestling
official and an executive council member of the New Jersey Wrestling Officials Association,” sent
an email to New Jersey wrestling officials that detailed a reinterpretation of the NFHS rules, and
provided new and specific pictures detailing hairstyles that allegedly “require” a hair covering. Of
those pictures, one1 is of a young black man with a short twist out (a similar hairstyle to that of
Andrew’s after his hair was cut), that is well within the length limits of the NFHS rules. The
motivation behind the NJSIAA’s email reinterpreting the applicable rules isn’t clear, but it does
not appear to be based on any known, or even alleged, safety issues that have recently come to the
fore. Rather, given its questionable timing (shortly after national attention on Referee Maloney’s
conduct), the NJSIAA’s course of action appears to be orchestrated to garner support for Maloney
by targeting a hair style worn by Andrew Johnson and by scores of similarly styled athletes of
color.
This evening, Buena was scheduled to host a dual meet with Absegami. Yesterday, the
referee assigned to the meet contacted Buena’s Athletic Director specifically regarding Andrew.
The referee advised—a day before the match, and without even seeing Andrew—that he planned
to require Andrew to wear a hair covering if he intended on wrestling. After the referee contacted
Buena School District, the District engaged in conversations with multiple high-ranking officials
at the NJSIAA and the New Jersey Wrestling Officials Association, who then contacted
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representatives of the National Federation of State High School Associations. The NJSIAA
eventually emailed a NFHS memo dated January 8, 2019 to all New Jersey referees and athletic
directors, which states, in part: “Please understand that our rule is solely based on length, not on
style.”
Earlier today, this evening’s dual wrestling meet between Buena and Absegami was
abruptly canceled, without explanation and to the dismay of Andrew, and conceivably his
teammates, who, like all wrestlers, must prepare and sacrifice in the lead up to every match.
Whether hair length or hair type, what was once acceptable in four wrestling matches just
four days ago at Williamstown—and even acceptable to Alan Maloney on December 19th after
Andrew was forced to cut his hair—became unacceptable to New Jersey officials at some point
earlier this week, resulting in their new interpretation of the applicable rule that was fully reversed
by the national governing body within 48 hours.
I respectfully request that the Division on Civil Rights investigate these recent events and
the suspect conduct described herein, as well as the motivation of all persons and entities involved.
Andrew, his family, and, I would venture to say, the entire Buena wrestling team all desire to return
to how things were before Alan Maloney’s actions set this chaotic atmosphere in motion. Yet it
appears, for reasons that the Division can hopefully soon unmask, that certain officials have a
desire to unnecessarily escalate and prolong this ordeal due on an unrelenting fixation on the hair
of a 16-year-old young man that asked for absolutely none of this. Andrew Johnson suffered as a
result of Alan Maloney’s actions, but the capricious whims of the NJSIAA and the NJWOA is to
the detriment of not only Andrew, but to his teammates, and to similarly situated athletes
throughout New Jersey.
Thank you again for your time and attention to this matter. Please let me know if I can be
of any further assistance.
Very truly yours,
/s/ Dominic A. Speziali
DOMINIC A. SPEZIALI
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Andrew Johnson Prior to having his hair cut

Nate Johnson warming up

